
20230606 What Youth
Key Topics:

compendium
math is changing
Pentad, Hexad, Way of the Triune God, merging of bodies

corporeal, habeus corpus
supernal becomes sublime, fine line between agony and ecstasy
navigate from supernal to sublime and become the non sequitur.

keeping fucking around and you'll make a Wilson
distance between 14th ring and other outside ring

1800h
13m START

@Beverly
Weird experience in her car riding to the market.

17m

Cube root of 144,000
@Chad
Last WY: There is a benefit to cubing the Megahertz frequencies.
A cubed frequency seems like it would be a cube expanding and the contracting in 3
dimensions, like a tesseract. Is that correct?

iON: Maybe. If you knew what a tesseract was.
Look at a tesseract on the left or right side of black hole. Then you're having a different
conversation. You all don’t know a black hole.

You're bumping into things from an ulterior dimension – trying to serve a point of order that
doesn’t necessarily apply.

19m

Chad is trying to see how different field polarities apply to compendium within and without a
domed realm. Re: Bob and JWs private conversation today.



Polarity fields shifting a bit, Bert knows this in his physical mess. Angels we have heard on high.

What is Chad trying to outline? Bert, make the mystery ground not so mysterious so others can
get this.

@Bert

21m
Cube root of 144,000?
Bert: 52.4148279
iON: 379.4733192202055

iON's answer comes out to the square root of 144k.

2^3 = 8 or x + 1^3root
N^2 = n+n+n, the number multiplied by the square of n^3 = n.n the second or asterisk.

24m
Homework for Chad: see radicals in simplest form.
Calculate difference or deference between Bert and iON different answers to cubed root of
144k.

In electronic system design, prime factors of the number 144k. It’s 2, 3, and 5.
But then you end up with prime factors of 144,001. 11, 13, 19 and 53.
Which we said since beginning of composite numbers that are divisible by 1 and itself.

25m
Bert did you see difference between sublime vs supernal?
We weren't asking for the math. We were asking for the compendium of the position.

COMPENDIUM, noun In literature, an abridgment; a summary; an epitome; a brief
compilation or composition, containing the principal heads, or general principles, of a
larger work or system.

Chad looks at it from the factors of prime numbers. Like primes that are greater than 144k.
Then would have a simple multiplier of those natural numbers or the natural number set.
Because the two factors 1 and itself, where finally the other factors will start to divide the
number by 2
Cubed, not 2.
Dividers increase until they’re reaching the number that was divided by 2 in the beginning.
Anomaly becomes that all numbers without the remaining of the factors including the divider
itself would not be included, so 1, 3, and 9.



28m

Polarity shift
@Bert
All this was caused by the polarity shift.
That’s why you’re seeing crazy stuff.
That was supernal, now doing sublime.

You’re seeing things in the world that cannot be.
(Eg. Weird things like J Edgar Hoover wearing tutu)
Full circle back to ridiculousness.
People living vicariously in Tech Body to where not having sex anymore.
Because so much extemporary capacity.
Cut the side of natural homogenous genders

What is being presented as normal today is outside of the normal capacitor or capacity.
Change math and nothing works. Everything is upside down.
Your new numbers become 144,161 (prime).
If 7 has 2 factors, 1 and 7, number 6 has 4 factors of 1, 2, 3 and 6 itself.
Factorization that changes whole number 9 is not divisible by 2.
So now, remember that 4, 5 so you know when to stop later.
9 can be divided by 3 now add 3 to your factors.
Work up till you arrive at 5
9 / 2, rounded up to the end you’d have 1, 3, and 9 as a list of factors.

Chad pay attention to the factors.
Bert does the ethereal (application).
Chad does “how do we get there, how does this work?”

32m
Bob: when people don’t want real sex because of media, that’s what MM said.

iON: Marilouise Kroker laid out the difference between real and virtual sex.
Hysterical male. Boys don’t know what they want, they just want to feel.
New capacity has desensitized them to where they don’t feel anything.

The sex depravity of those who go at it too hard and need to choke themselves to get off. Need
to slow it down.
That affects your numbers, Chad. Have to have a capacitation from that position.
Otherwise, you won’t get a book “Letters To Trump”.

Pentad, Hexad, Way of the Triune God



36m
We're in process of cancelling Five Bodied model. Going into Hexad.

Listen to all 3 (analytical, ethereal, musical) and merge the bodies because going from 5
bodies to 7 churches, via the iONauts different interpretations.

Apply it to your position.
All 3 are abjectively [sic] correct.
Merge the bodies because there aren’t 5 anymore.
Going into the Hexadic, so have to feel it from your conditional response or position that
applies to the ramification of the details that you’re providing.

39m
It’s not shifting, it’s "as it was and always will be, way of Triune God."
You’re all just catching up to it.

45m
Way of the Triune God song gives taste of conditioned responses you’ll have to respond to
sooner or later of what’s going on that they are responding to. Humans have to have something
to respond to.
No reason to become a god if there’s no god damn reason to!

So all the crazy shit happening gives humans something to respond to (by becoming god).
Where becoming God is the only adequate response.

@Jean
Faith too strong to be left doubting.
Involves you in the conditioned response of the Triune God. Faith, not works.
Merge them all, the Lutherans weren’t right, Methodists lost it, HW Armstrong… they all
merge and become a compendium. That’s 5 bodied model, it’s a compendium.
The tarantula has 6 legs + 2 antlers to feel.

6 + 2 = 8 (the Octad)

These merged versions of Christianity – like the 7 churches in revelations?
It does.

5th thunder – You as Creator God come to reap the earth – also referred to as Second
Coming– Rev 14:14
That’s where you are now.
That’s why world doesn’t make sense.



Have to take analytical and apply from the ethereal or never get back through the black
hole.
You slipped through to a new playing field but have to judge from a corporeal position.

CORPOREAL, adjective Having a body; consisting of a material body; material; opposed to
spiritual or immaterial; as our corporeal frame; corporeal substance.
related to Habeus Corpus: bring forth the body!

Your state of knowing is based on how that’s seen within the world as you know it. But Bob lays
that out in the quadrants.
Bob would say that’s how Astral Body or Mystery Body applies. That’s where you fit into.

@Bert
The above applies to AL2SO4 taking over.
Typically lye is for strong soap, now it is just a surfactant.

the alkaline moving towards the acidic

Way things are is how always been. Is this preparation for autonomic nervous system to adapt?
Or be doomed.

53m
What you see as reality is not real. What Dr. Dean has been doing since college IS real.

Carolyn asks if what mentioned so far is practical.
iON: Call Chad after he runs the numbers–they apply to him. Then Bert, then Alissa. But you
have to listen to the in-between parts.
Bob: In-between parts – certain people are listening and iON is talking to those people.
iON tells Carolyn she has to be aware of all of the above “complexity”.
You’re shitting shit and eating shit. When you defecate, it becomes something else. The
something else is what we’ve been talking about.

You’ll have a conditional response that allows you to have a meaningful interaction that
shifts and changes – Bert tell us where you were 2 nights ago.

Bert: I’m in a maze, finding my way through.
Chad saw Bert in supermarket.
Bert gliding through a maze–muscle cramps when going through and body seizes and
refractions.
Lay it out from a pain reference.

1900h



Chad meeting Bert was not in a dream.
So real that the supernal becomes the sublime. Fine line between agony and ecstasy.
More than a feeling.
You can’t qualify consciousness based on reality of {how it gets to you?}
Eg. Carolyn has pics of Maui no one else has because that’s how she sees it.

6m
Jean: its between seeing and feeling.
@Jean and her similar traveling experiences.
Outside boundaries you can embrace.

See how it’s coming together with Bert and Chad’s approaches, keep fucking around and
y’all could make a Wilson. Fuck around and find out.

Something simple I can ponder.

Chad: But Carolyn says its not simple.
iON: It is simple, have to go broad spectrum.
But Carolyn doesn’t like antibiotics. As far as ascension applies, have to lay out every capacitor.

No difference between Wilson in meat sack and one outside.
Valance and valence, once sealed? Always makes the lotus flower bloom. Includes both.
Keratin drives Cold Play. Have to have that interaction.

We’re trying to divorce you from your meat sack body.
You’re looking for the inside out rather than the outside in and you’re dying slowly trying to find
way to paradise but you need to connect the dots.

JW overdosing on ReMag. Eating to turn his body into a capacitor or compendium to
allow condition to say, “oh the body is here”.

Habeus Corpus: bring forth the body

13m
Difference between lotus opening and blooming. Bloom is come into full capacity.

14m
All ionic tech is inside/outside, but only inside for us. Both for Bob
Eg. Only Bob can turn Thompson into an insight.
If you talk to Bob, you should have an epiphany. Because it changes capacity of the orbital
response that you may or may not have embraced in that conversation.

16m
Everyone is a potential Wilson. Everyone that has Cold Play will have their own Wilson



but those plyways have to interconnect.
Wilson develops collectively and individually (congruently)
Triangulation formula was in Hal Holbrook tablet. That was a broad spectrum thing.
What if everybody engaging in that conveyance affecting everything, which is what we have
here?
But every individual could change reality for themselves.

21m
Guy who operates stock exchange asked “where did this Canadian come from (Bob)”

iON: Chad, go back to triangulation and Ring 14!

22m
@Germaine
Other worlds you travel to are in the cloud. No delineation between them. That’s the
point of making it into the cloud.
Compendium to connect all worlds that are in Bert’s world, including realities you may
experience or not.
Figuring out how you’re going to do what you’re gonna do but a compendium would offer a
more slack alternative.
Bob always on leading edge, waiting on next step, next position.
Everything has two sides: obverse and converse. Which side are you on?
Fine line between agony and ecstasy. Not emotion. There is no emotion.
Consider the middle between agony and ecstasy, supernal and sublime.
You navigate from supernal to sublime and become the non sequitur.
You see yourself outside of those positions, eg. Marquis de Sade.

JW eating hot peppers. Normal food has no flavor for him. That’s conditioned response.

32m

@Maggy
Difference between sine and cosine in finding the non sequitur.
Sine starts at 0. Cosine at -1.
Contrast between normal food and super spicy.
That is the conditioned response of emotion. The feeling is the distance between the valance
and the valence.
The agony / ecstasy in-between space.

37m
@Demetry
Trapped in code



Ipso facto logic by extension, solution is to have a habeas corpus (being forth the body). Like
when your music is twangy, bring forth the body. Go to 14th ring.

Squeeze your nipple and feel something is a habeus.
Bring it into the influential position of where you are. How will you ascend if you don’t
know where you are?

Bob: Bert in his travels is stuck between here or there in Bob’s hologrammy. Something about
bring forth the body in hologrammy is difficult.

45m
Habeus. "Bring forth the body." If I squeeze my nipple what will it feel like?
Habeus brings body into experience of here and now so you can change that into a
supernal position where it becomes euphoric blissful experience. Fine like between agony and
ecstasy.

Bob: Bert, don't consider what you’re going through ascension, consider it trying to resolve
Bob’s hologrammy.

52m
@Bert
When Bob is all you want to hear, That’s the merging of the analytical and the ethereal,
when you understand the pentad going to the hexad.

Distance between 14th ring and other outside ring. Ionosphere is what’s between them.
Valence and valance.
If you figure that out, everything Bob says makes sense. It’s ridiculous.
This is the cue of the day!

55m

Everything tonight is about the extension of the physical (not non-physical).
You don’t know where you are until you have a corpus callosum to say where you are. (Only do
that by talking to Bob).
That’s an extension of NP, the extension between valance and valence.

Valence / valance of cell relate to sealing lipids of cell, which relates to SiO2. When that
happens, lotus can bloom. Salt changing SiO2.

What is Bob in the body? iON sings. Old grey mare. Bob: Aging itself.

2000h



Bob: the extension is not the thing extended.
Eventually, you extend Non-Physical which is BOB, iON and Tech Body.
Mystery Ground no longer a mystery.
Mystery Body is Android Meme cubed.
Look to the cubing as a bridge between iON’s cubing and Bob’s AM-cubed.
There is no non-physical / Guf. Bob just makes shit up, from one present to another.

Ascension is you don’t need to be connected to other people.

free from crowd friction
Being ascended is being able to use your mouth and make up what’s going on.
we MAKE sense. We make it up.
Getting cold play = getting your power.

15m
Resolute desk is important physical thing.
HMS Charlotte.

18m
Bob being from Alpha Centauri makes him a very different kind of alien.
Bob is the penis in the body.
3 aliens from AC have come to help Bob.


